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Anchors Aweigh
Accidents that could have happened to MN Crews
By Jack Secker
G'day to ALL Sailor Men, in particular the Deck Crew. I
have to talk about these in the First Person because (a) it
seems better, (b) it sounds better, (c) and in this item I
was the Sailor Boy that these happened too. Believe it or
not, these are all actual happenings at sea, and could have
had unhappy endings, for ME that is.
The first thing I can remember was during my first trip
deep sea, This was on the MV KIRRIEMOOR,
Runciman Line. We were off to the Caribbean to collect
bananas for Britain. During the outbound journey the
deck crew was actually cleaning and cleaning the holds.
As I was a brand new sailor boy, I was given the job of
hauling the buckets of dust and garbage out of the holds
and empty that gunk into the ocean. My very first load
was hauled up on to the deck and was dumped into the
water. Then I returned to the hatch opening, hitched the
bucket on its hook, slipped it over the coaming and the
bucket slipped off of the hook and fell down towards the bottom of the hatch. I leaned over and shouted watch out.
Being my first real job on the ship, I didn't call out the correct call. The Bosuns Mate had seen what had happened
and rushed over to the hatch and called down to the workers asking if all was well. When he was sure that no one
was hurt he turned to me and tore a strip off of my eardrums and finished up by telling me that the proper shout
should have been, a loud, Under Below. On hearing that everyone in the hold would find something to hide under.
He also showed me how to attach the bucket so that it wouldn't fall off.
At smoko, I apologised to the men from down the hatch and explained that "they never told me about that call at
the Vindi." THAT WAS MY FIRST TRIP. Amazing how much I didn't know.
My second trip was on the SS COCHRANE, Elder Dempster Line. This was a trip to the West Coast of Africa.
This was a far different ship and trip than my first trip. The crew here all seemed to be much better group. By that I
mean that they were more willing to tell me about different things that I had to do as 'Peggy' before I needed to
know, or use. They were all ready to talk to me. Except the Bosun, who expected me to know what he needed
before he even thought about it. He seemed to enjoy to find something wrong about what I was doing from making
the smoko tea to washing the pots and pans and plates etc. after a meal. Oh yes, and I was also supposed to be
ready to do some deckman labour and start at the same time as the rest of the hands turned too.
I worked very hard on that ship because the Chief Officer was an Uncle of mine, although I didn't know that until
we signed off in Newcastle. As we paid off, he told me to have a nice Christmas and give Nellie a hug and kiss
from him. I was gobsmacked because he also told me he was one of my uncles on my father’s side, That's when I
fell in as to why I was always doing the wrong thing by the Bosun hmm, some uncle eh. Of course I never saw him
again and mum had some explaining to do when I got home.
My third trip was a Coaster from West India Docks to the Channel Islands. Her name was the Guernsey Coast. I
forget the company. We only had two ports of call there, One in Guernsey and one in Jersey, and on my first visit I
managed to get roped in as Night Watchman and Gangway Man. Now to many of you sailors that may sound like
a cushy number, but when you consider that the rise and fall of the tides in the Islands was a nice and easy 40'
movement and in a 580 ton fully loaded little ship, if that gangway wasn't watched, because as the tide rose and
fell, the gangway had to be hauled in and lowered on to the dock and then lashed tight again so that the men didn't
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Royal Navy bomb disposal experts have detonated

fall off. And of course the cargo net had to be in the
right place, just in case. All I ended with was a couple
of dented shin bones. I was only on her for 5 weeks as a
fill-in while another guy went for his EDH certificate. I
would liked to have stayed on that small ship for years.
Oh Yeah, one other happening for me. In 10 months I
was up rated to OS. The skipper told me that he left it
as just OS and the next Mate may just follow on and
turn it into an SOS. It didn't happen.

a large wartime device that was recently discovered in
the River Thames, England

The 500 kg (1,102 pound) bomb was found in the King
George V Dock (KG5 once a MN employment pool) in
North Woolwich during construction work at the
London City airport. The discovery of the large German
bomb prompted the closure of the airport, as well as the
evacuation of nearby residents from their homes.

I went to my next ship, (name not remembered) but the
mate would not allow me to become an SOS, so I
walked of that ship and went to the authorities (Mr
Aitchison) and because of my age they suggested that I
try for the EDH and go to the West India Dock school
and see if they would take me on. They said no to me
because I was still under 18 years and to try again after
my next birthday in November. The way the next two
trips ran I was able to go down to the West India dock
School and I started the EDH course 5 days before my
birthday and I passed the exam and became the
youngest EDH going to sea. That made a bit of a
difference to my wages though.

Royal Navy bomb disposal divers were called to the
scene and, working with the British Army and the
Metropolitan Police, made the bomb safe before
removing it. The bomb, a 5-foot-long tapered end shell,
was floated down the River Thames and taken to a
Ministry of Defense facility at Shoeberryness in Essex
for disposal.

Dozens of containers have fallen into the sea at
the Port of Karachi
after a Hapag-Lloyd ship collided with another
container vessel on March 19, 2018.

My next ship was the MV Natacina, a T2 Shell tanker. I
really didn't want to go on tankers, but I was running
right out of money. Even had to borrow five shillings
from mum to get to the pool to get the train ticket to
Sunderland to join the ship, which was in dry dock for
engine repairs. It took another 8 days to get the tub
ready for the oceans. I blotted my D'Book on that ship,
by missing the ship. She left Adelaide without me. That
was my 'almost' an accident for that trip, as I was going
to stop out here in Australia in early 1953. I had a job,
after the cops had put me into the Flying Angel, the
Padre got me a job just running errands for the Mission
and anyone that needed some help at 4/6d per hour, I
thought I had it made.

The attached photo of fallen containers after the two
ships collision. The TOLTEN, an 8,000 TEU HapagLloyd ship, scraped past the Liberia flagged
HAMBURG BAY, a 6,350 TEU vessel, knocking
containers into the water at South Asia Port Terminal.

Then mum sent me a letter that asked me "to PLEASE
come home again". As it happened, if I hadn't gone
home again I might never have met my wonderful wife
Dulcie. That would have been a huge mistake in my
life. After I told the Padre that I wanted to return home,
he found me a berth on the MV Thamesfield, another
flamin' tanker. Well it took another 5 months for that
ship to return to England. Docked somewhere in
Liverpool. She had done two trips up the Gulf for
aviation fuel and the second cargo was for England, the
other lads told me I was lucky at 5 months, as they had
been on board for 18 months. They were a good crew
and we all went to Lime St Station for trains and they
got me quite sozzled before I got on my train to
London.

The terminal has suspended operations while Karachi
Port Trust removes containers from the water. Port of
Karachi is one of South Asia's largest and busiest deep water seaports. According to Marine Traffic,
HAMBURG BAY had stopped at the terminal as of
17:30 GMT, with the TOLTEN docked in front of it.
Reports indicate that there is no damage to the
terminal’s cranes. There are also no reports of injury

On my return to London I decided to stay at home for a
couple of days, that turned into a week. I returned to the
KGV pool and was welcomed back by the manager. His
name was Aitchison. He was just a short man, with
glasses and no hint of sympathy for a hard up sailor
boy. Told me to return home and wait for them to send
for me. He did tell me to go to the Shell company as
they had some money for me. I managed to get to their
office that day and received a few quid of wages earned
and told to leave and do not look for work with the
Shell company again. That was an accident I didn't
intend to repeat anyway.
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From the Secretary’s Desk
My letter to you today will briefly cover the events recorded at our Branch
General Meeting, mainly for the benefit of those members residing interstate
and further afield.
But first, and sadly I have to advise the passing of one of our members Norman Armstrong on the sixteenth of February. Those regularly attending
our meetings will miss Norm who with wife Daphne were always to be
found taking up their ‘berth’ at the ‘comfortable’ end of the ‘cabin’ Norm as
usual immaculately turned out for the meeting as he presented himself for
every occasion. We’ll miss Norm and our thoughts are with you Daphne please accept our condolences
The February meeting was held at our usual Twin Towns RSL venue with
thirteen members and four social members attending. It is a matter of
concern that our member attendance has declined considerably over the
course of the last few general meetings, those that are within attending
distance I urge to make the effort at the end of the day it is YOUR Branch
and the meetings are set down for YOUR benefit to provide a platform
whereby we can all meet up and share our common sea-going heritage. I
personally applaud our member Will Lowe who spoke of this issue - we hope in the future to include more
reference to this ‘heritage’ during our meetings and we’re looking for ideas to make the meetings more of a social
occasion and maybe a little less formal!!!
Other items covered, some in detail, were the setting up of a ‘rostered’ Weekly/Fortnightly Monument inspection
with a view to providing the few maintenance items that occur from time-to-time. Four of our members have
volunteered to cover the next two months - very necessary in the absence of President Brian, (who, together with
Eileen and Willie and Dianne Fair is off on a cruise to the UK and other far-off parts. We wish them an enjoyable
holiday and safe return!)
(Secretary Note) In the absence of the President the April General Meeting will be chaired by Executive members all details to be advised in my next letter.
Also, with regard to the Monument, some details were provided regarding the official days of the year on which
the Monument Flags will be raised. Please note and record the following: AUSTRALIA DAY. CENTAUR
REMEMBERENCE DAY. ANZAC DAY. MERCHANT NAVY DAY. REMEMBERANCE DAY.
At our Branch AGM in August there will be a motion put to the floor that the annual subscription be reduced.
(Can’t see many hands NOT being raised in favour for this one !!!)
We currently have remaining, a few ‘Monument Dedication Day’ DVD’s: these are priced at $AU 10.00 plus
postage. For those members unable to attend last years ceremony this DVD is a good record of the event and gives
all non-attendee’s an opportunity to be involved visually with the results of their (much appreciated) donation...
It is intended that the Branch purchase our own ‘Quality’ camera to enable us to record events such as the
memorial ceremony and our other social functions. I’ll keep you posted on what transpires regarding this item.
SOCIAL OUTING MARCH.

……………………………..

This is to take place on MARCH 21st and is to be a lunch time visit to the ‘Fox ‘n Hounds’ Country Inn. The
venue address is 7. Elevation Drive. Wongawallan (07 5665 7582) and for those with on-line access, their website
is www.foxandhounds.net.au We have visited this venue previously It’s an old genuine ‘English Pub,’ taken
apart, transhipped to Australia and re-assembled on the Gold Coast. Editor: Now CANCELLED through

lack of interest and support……...

Meals are very good and reasonably priced - (Brian Stevenson was overwhelmed with the quality of the Pork-Pies
on offer and I know will be eagerly awaiting this return visit!!!) This outing is very much a “Find-you-own-waythere”.....and..... “Find-your-own-way-home” event and members are asked to organise their own car-pooling.
(The ‘Pub’ is about a half-hour drive from the Tweed).
MEMBERS HEALTH REPORT.
My information is that Both Christine Purvis and Patricia Armstrong are continuing to improve while Jean Burrow
is progressing with her treatment - our thoughts are with you all.
A REMINDER OF MY EMAIL ADDRESS.
For those with computer/online access please note my new email address (all lower case) lamsur39@outlook.com
Terry Docker, Secretary
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Tales from Papua New Guinea
Introduction

Leonard Malcolmson has been a seaman, fisherman,
timber cutter, has owned and operated fishing boats and
prawn trawlers. Additionally, he was involved in tuna
fishing, fisheries development and training and research in
Papua New Guinea from 1959-1983.
Educated at Torquay Grammar School in Devon UK,
Leonard was born in Teignmouth Devon in 1930. Leaving
school, he worked on pleasure boats and crabbing boats
out of Paignton and Dartmouth. He was a member of the
air training corps and went to HMS Raleigh and HMS
Mountbatten Plymouth, before choosing to join the
Vindicatrix Sea School in 1947. Due to illness at
Vindicatrix he was shipped home, however he returned to
complete the course in 1948.
Two British tankers later, in March 1949 Leonard jumped
ship in Brisbane, where he sighted tram drivers in
legionnaires hats and was attracted to the mild warm
conditions and blue skies. His first work was on Coochie
Mudlo Island as a net fisherman and timber cutter. He then
moved to Tweed Heads to work on prawn and fishing
boats until June 1959.

Joining the public service in 1959 Leonard moved to Papua New Guinea and yet despite finding this a challenge he
spent most of his working life in that country. Leonard was involved in fisheries training at the Madang Fisheries
School and the Kavieng Fisheries College. Some of his other roles included being an observer on Japanese and
American tuna vessels and on a Russian research vessel named the ‘Vitiiaz’.
Len was based Madang, Rabaul and Kavieng and over the years, his work took him all over Papua New Guinea from
Western Papua border to Manus Island, Bouganville and the Trobriand Islands. He raised his family in PNG and has
innumerable stories about his life and times spent in that country. In retirement, despite no longer having his own
boat and fishing off the coast of Currumbin and Palm Beach Leonard still shares an active interest in fishing.

Shark Tale

In 1968 Madang was a thriving town on the main island in New Guinea with a large expatriation population. It has
two harbours protected by the Coral Islands and fringing reefs. The northern harbour known as Alexishafen, a
Catholic mission formed in the early 1800’s and the southern entrance is named Madang harbour (formerly Friedrich
Wilhelmshafen).
On the 6th November, a wooden trading vessel named the ‘Storm Vogel’ owned by trader Jim McKinnon of Madang
had broken down some miles out to sea near Sek Island. During the night, strong onshore winds drove the ‘Storm
Vogel’ onto the outside of Sek Island which is the southern side of the northern entrance.
Two persons, one elderly man and one young boy jumped to seaward and attempted to swim around the vessel. The
elderly man, who was the father of the captain went missing. The other passengers and crew jumped on the island
side and made it to safety on shore with multiple cuts and bruises from the jagged coral cliffs. The water was over 40
fathoms deep on the edge of Sek Island. The island was renowned for packs of vicious tiger sharks. I had many
previous encounters with sharks at nearby Talidig school where many fatal attacks occurred when the school kids
swam at recreation times. I had and still have a dislike for man-eaters!
Extracted from Field Officer Journal of L.F. Malcolmson
6 Nov 1969 Madang Fisheries School
1 team of students - Boat building and small dinghy
1 team of students – Set shark line with 9 hooks on the inside of Kranket Island
1 team of students – Net repairing and construction
7 Nov 1968
1 team pulled shark line – caught 1 tiger shark 10’ 5” in length
1 team boat building
1 team net work
Remains from stomach. A small pig with legs tied, possibly from the ‘Storm Vogel’ as passengers carried live animal
with them for trade, 1 small decomposed turtle
Sharks taken by planter Ray Dwyer for pig food.
8 Nov 1968, Team hauled shark line- 2 sharks taken 1 X 10’ 8” Tiger & 1 X 11’ 8” Tiger
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The first shark had rusty tins of Hutton’s meat loaf
inside, investigations proved these were blown tins of
meat from Government ration stores, not suitable for
human consumption, pierced and thrown off the
government wharf which is caviar for sharks. The
Fisheries slipway where the sharks were pulled up was
bordered by a 3ft concrete wall with a 6 ft chain wire
topped by barbed wire.

THE CREM
Farewell now, our Padre says to the coffin by his side,
Alas another Mariner has crossed the bar and died,
Once he was a Seaman in a calling like no other,
With an understanding to us he was a brother,
The Padre singles out the man, below an Ensign red,
Spoke of deeds with humour about the life he'd led,
Of the hard and best times when he was young at sea,
`Till finally ashore to raise a family.

Jokingly I said to one of the fisheries staff Barth Seu –
Elehu, “cut the last shark open, we may find the
missing man inside”. Barth laughed and said “okay,
mipela cutim” (I will cut it open). In the meantime,
word had got around and a large crowd of curious
onlookers had gathered as big sharks were never caught
by local people, they didn’t have the heavy gear and
boats that Fisheries had at the time.

Sent off by fellow seamen - from deep sea or the coast,
Perhaps a tape recording, rendering `Last Post`,
The `star turn` in the coffin does not mind at all
Because he knew beforehand, what later may befall.
Kinfolk in the for'ard pews paying last respects,
Our veterans in blazers, wondering if they're next,
Words about the `evening star` and `peril on the sea`,
Surmising I’ll be happy when Father Time calls me.

Barth cut away and the smell was putrid and with
amazement a foot popped out! Under pressure it waved
around, then the leg followed and the hips and rib cage
as the hole was enlarged. The crown went into panic
mode, natives cleared the wall, fence and barbed wire
in spectacular bounds, exceeding the skills and
athleticism of Olympic high jumpers!

We attend with deference the funerals of our peers,
Especially with our Padre evoking laughs and tears,
It's sad I know, we'll miss them so, but a voyage too
must end,
We're here to bid farewell to a colleague and a friend.

The foot and leg was in reasonably good condition, the
skin seemed normal and scarring from the leg ulcers
was easily recognisable. The remainder left in the shark
was putrid and the remains were taken to the Madang
hospital morgue. The leg was identified by the elderly
man’s son because of the recognisable scars on the leg.
The family could then put dad to rest.

Joe Earl Aug. 2017

Maersk CEO: says self-sailing container vessels
aren't worth investing in…...
Self-sailing container vessels won't be more efficient,
says Soren Skou, the CEO of Maersk, the Danish
business conglomerate that focuses on the transport,
logistics and energy sectors, doesn't believe that selfsailing container vessels will become operational
within his lifetime.

Lunch was taken early, in fact a holiday was declared,
and the Madang Club was well attended and believe me
each Rhum Negrita tasted foul! That night one bottle
wasn’t very successful to kill the foul taste, but I admit
it helped as the contents in the bottle and lights out was
declared. Ray Dwyer still took the sharks for pig food.

Maersk is the largest container ship and supply vessel
operator, with around 88,000 employees across 130
countries. The company has already reduced the
number of people it has working on its vessels as a
result of developments in automation, but Skou
believes that the workforce has now hit a floor and that
there's no more room to remove people from working
on the ship boxes. “Even if technology advances, I
don't expect we will be allowed to sail around with 400
-meter long container ships, weighing 200,000 tonnes
without any human beings onboard,” he told
Bloomberg. “I don't think it will be a driver of
efficiency, not in my time,” he added. Both regulation
and lack of a return on investment are therefore an
inhibitor for this kind of sophisticated automation in
Skou's opinion.
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Twenty years later the 3 Nov 1988, my wife Carmel
and I went to EXPO in Brisbane, and naturally we went
to the Papua New Guinea exhibit. Eventually, in the
wood carving section I spoke to an elderly wood carver
from the Sepik River (famous for its carvings).
Brushing up on my Melanesian Pidgin English we
chatted about many different things. I told him I
worked as a Fisheries Officer in Madang, he then told
me a Fisheries Officer had caught a shark with his
father inside, I said, “that was me”, he broke down and
cried, put his arms around me and hugged me. He
thanked me for finding his father. In his village, a
person’s spirit cannot be put to rest until they are given
a proper burial. It was one of the most moving
occasions of my life.

Whilst on the subject of container ships - a Maersk container ship lost about 70 containers overboard on
Saturday night while about 17 miles off Oregon Inlet, North Carolina. The U.S. Coast Guard is warning mariners of
navigation hazards.
The MAERSK SHANGHAI on Saturday night contacted USCG watch standers at Sector North Carolina’s command
center via VHF FM marine radio channel 16, notifying them that they lost approximately 70 to 73 cargo containers
due to high winds and heavy seas. The incident came as a powerful nor’easter slammed the East Coast over an early
March weekend, producing hurricane force winds and significant wave heights up in excess of 40 feet. The Coast
Guard urged all mariners to transit this area with caution. In 2013 the Svendborg Maersk lost 517 containers in the
Bay of Biscay in a hurricane. Maersk have over 4 million containers on the move at any one time.
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Troop Ships
A troopship (also troop ship or troop transport or trooper) is a ship used to carry soldiers, either in peacetime or
wartime. Operationally, standard troopships – often drafted from commercial shipping fleets – cannot land troops
directly on shore, typically loading and unloading at a seaport or onto smaller vessels, either tenders or barges.

Ships to transport troops were already used in Antiquity. Ancient Rome used the navis lusoria, a small vessel
powered by rowers and sail, to move soldiers on the Rhine and Danube. Nicknamed the “Grey Ghost”, RMS Queen
Mary holds the all-time record for most troops on one passage, 15,740 on a late July 1943 run from the U.S. to
Europe.
The modern troopship has as long a history as passenger ships do, as most maritime nations enlisted their support in
military operations (either by leasing the vessels or by impressing them into service) when their normal naval forces
were deemed insufficient for the task. In the 19th century, navies frequently chartered civilian ocean liners, and from
the start of the 20th century painted them gray and added a degree of armament; their speed, originally intended to
minimize passage time for civilian user, proved valuable for outrunning submarines and enemy cruisers in war.
HMT Olympic even rammed and sank a U-boat during one of its wartime crossings. Individual liners capable of
exceptionally high speed transited without escorts; smaller or older liners with poorer performance were protected
by operating in convoys.
Most major naval powers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries provided their domestic shipping lines with
subsidies to build fast ocean liners capable of conversions to auxiliary cruisers during wartime. The British
government, for example, aided both Cunard and the White Star Line in constructing the liners RMS Mauretania,
RMS Aquitania, RMS Olympic and RMS Britannic. However, when the vulnerability of these ships to return fire
was realized during World War I most were used instead as troopships or hospital ships.
RMS Queen Mary and RMS Queen Elizabeth were two of the most famous converted liners of World War II. When
they were fully converted, each could carry well over 10,000 troops per trip. Queen Mary holds the all-time record,
with 15,740 troops on a single passage in late July 1943, transporting a staggering 765,429 military personnel during
the war.
Large numbers of troopships were employed during World War II, including 220 “Limited Capacity” Liberty ship
conversions. The modified Liberties were capable of transporting up to 450, 550 or 650 (sources vary) troops or
prisoners-of-war. Modifications included installation of bunks stacked five deep on the forward tweendeck plus
additional shower and heads
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History of the British canal system
The British canal system of water transport played a
vital role in the United Kingdom’s Industrial
Revolution at a time when roads were only just
emerging from the medieval mud and long trains of
pack horses were the only means of mass transit by
road of raw materials and finished products (it was no
accident that amongst the first canal promoters were
the pottery manufacturers of Staffordshire). The UK
was the first country to acquire a nationwide canal
network.
The canal system grew rapidly at first, and became an
almost completely connected network covering the
South, Midlands, and parts of the North of England
and Wales. There were canals in Scotland, but they
were not connected to the English canals or,
generally, to each other (the main exception being the
Monkland Canal, the Grand Union Canal and the Forth and Clyde Canal which connected the River Clyde and
Glasgow to the River Forth and Edinburgh). As building techniques improved, older canals were improved by
straightening, embankments, cuttings, tunnels, aqueducts, inclined planes, and boat lifts, which together snipped
many miles and locks, and therefore, hours and cost, from journeys.
Canals came into being because the Industrial Revolution (which began in Britain during the mid-18th century)
demanded an economic and reliable way to transport goods and commodities in large quantities. Some 29 river
navigation improvements took place in the 16th and 17th centuries starting with the Thames locks and the River
Wey Navigation. The biggest growth was in the so-called narrow canals which extended water transport to the
emerging industrial areas of the Staffordshire potteries and Birmingham as well as a network of canals joining
Yorkshire and Lancashire and extending to London.
The 19th century saw some major new canals such as the Caledonian Canal and the Manchester Ship Canal. By the
second half of the 19th century many canals were increasingly becoming owned by railway companies or competing
with them, and many were in decline, with decreases in mile-ton charges to try to remain competitive. After this the
less successful canals (particularly narrow-locked canals, whose boats could only carry about thirty tons) failed
quickly.
The first British canals were built in Roman times as irrigation or land drainage canals or short connecting spurs
between navigable rivers, such as the Foss Dyke, Car Dyke or Bourne-Morton Canal; all in Lincolnshire. The
Middle Ages brought a spate of building projects, such as castles, monasteries and churches, led to the improvement
of rivers for the transportation of building materials.
The new canals proved highly successful. The boats on the canal were horse-drawn with a towpath alongside the
canal for the horse to walk along. This horse-drawn system proved to be highly economical and became standard
across the British canal network. Commercial horse-drawn canal boats could be seen on the UK’s canals until as late
as the 1950s, although by then diesel powered boats, often towing a second unpowered boat, had become standard.
The canal boats could carry thirty tons at a time with only one horse pulling more than ten times the amount of cargo
per horse that was possible with a cart. This success proved the viability of canal transport, and soon industrialists in
many other parts of the country wanted canals. After the Bridgewater canal, the early canals were built by groups of
private individuals with an interest in improving communications. In Staffordshire the famous potter Josiah
Wedgwood saw an opportunity to bring bulky cargoes of clay to his factory doors, and to transport his fragile
finished goods to market in Manchester, Birmingham or further afield by water, minimising breakages. Within just a
few years of the Bridgewater’s opening, an embryonic national canal network came into being, with the construction
of canals such as the Oxford Canal and the Trent & Mersey Canal.
The new canal system was both cause and effect of the rapid industrialisation of the Midlands and the north. The
period between the 1770s and the 1830s is often referred to as the Golden Age of British canals. For each canal, an
Act of Parliament was necessary to authorise construction, and as people saw the high incomes achieved from canal
tolls, canal proposals came to be put forward by investors interested in profiting from dividends, at least as much as
by people whose businesses would profit from cheaper transport of raw materials and finished goods.
During this period of canal mania, huge sums were invested in canal building, and although many schemes came to
nothing, the canal system rapidly expanded to nearly 4,000 miles (over 6,400 kilometres) in length. During this
period, whole families lived aboard the boats. They were often marginalised from land-based society. For reasons of
economy and the constraints of 18th century engineering technology, the early canals were built to a narrow width
The bulk of the canal system was built in the industrial Midlands and the north of England, where navigable rivers
most needed extending and connecting, and heavy cargoes of manufactured goods, raw materials or coal most
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needed carrying. Most of the traffic on the canal
network was internal. However the network linked with
coastal port cities such as London, Liverpool, and
Bristol, where cargo could be exchanged with seagoing
ships for import and export. From about 1840 railways
began to threaten canals, as they could not only carry
more than the canals but could transport people and
goods far more quickly than the walking pace of the
canal boats. Most of the investment that had previously
gone into canal building was diverted into railway
building.

Brisbane Cruise Terminal hit
by Competition Ruling
A new $158 million cruise ship terminal in Brisbane,
Australia, has been determined to limit or prevent
competition by the Australian Consumer and
Competition Commission (ACCC).
Large cruise ships, over 270 meters (886 feet), currently
have to berth at a grain terminal with limited facilities
for cruise ships, and the state government approved the
new terminal at Luggage Point on the north side of the
Brisbane River in October last year.

Canal companies were unable to compete against the
speed of the new railways, and in order to survive they
had to slash their prices. This put an end to the huge
profits that canal companies had enjoyed before the
coming of the railways, and also had an effect on the
boatmen who faced a drop in wages. Flyboat working
virtually ceased, as it could not compete with the
railways on speed and the boatmen found they could
only afford to keep their families by taking them with
them on the boats. This became standard practice
across the canal system, with in many cases families
with several children living in tiny boat cabins, creating
a considerable community of boat people.

The ACCC says it is proposing to allow arrangements
between the Port of Brisbane and Carnival Cruise Line,
but is seeking to impose provisions. The parties had
sought authorization for an agreement where Carnival
will pay a fixed yearly amount to the Port for 15 years.
In exchange, Carnival will receive preferential berthing
rights at the new terminal, including 100 “Foundation
Berthing Days” a year, which allow the cruise line
company to have first pick of 100 days a year at the
terminal, up to a maximum of four days a week. ACCC
Commissioner Roger Featherston said: “Of course the
ACCC recognizes that commercially, having a
foundation customer, helps to underwrite the projected
$158 million investment for the Port of Brisbane to
build the new terminal. “But we do have concerns about
aspects of the agreement, particularly in relation to the
four days a week Carnival is proposed to have
preferential access to the terminal. This may limit or
prevent competition from other cruise liners wishing to
dock at the terminal in Brisbane during the peak
summer cruising season.”

By the 1850s the railway system had become well
established and the amount of cargo carried on the
canals had fallen by nearly two-thirds, lost mostly to
railway competition. In many cases struggling canal
companies were bought out by railway companies.
Sometimes this was a tactical move by railway
companies to gain ground in their competitors’
territory, but sometimes canal companies were bought
out, either to close them down and remove competition
or to build a railway on the line of the canal.

The ACCC’s second, greater concern about the
proposed arrangement is the prospect of Carnival being
granted a right of first refusal over a possible future
second berth at the terminal. “We are concerned this
will block other cruise operators from being able to
offer alternate cruise options to consumers in
Brisbane,” said Featherston. For this reason, the ACCC
proposes to impose a condition on the authorization,
that Port of Brisbane and Carnival not give effect to
these provisions of their agreement. Carnival has
argued that the berthing requests were necessary for its
$158 million economic investment and that Brisbane's
Portside wharf, a proposed Gold Coast cruise terminal
and Sydney's port ensured competition for its Brisbane
proposal.

The 20th century brought competition from roadhaulage, and only the strongest canals survived until
the Second World War. After the war, decline of trade
on all remaining canals was rapid, and by the mid
1960s only a token traffic was left, even on the widest
and most industrial waterways.
In the 1960s the infant canal leisure industry was only
just sufficient to prevent the closure of the still-open
canals, but then the pressure to maintain canals for
leisure purposes increased. From the 1970s onwards,
increasing numbers of closed canals were restored by
enthusiast volunteers.

The new terminal
is predicted to
double
the
number of cruise
ships
in
Brisbane. It will
be around 9,300
square meters set
over two levels
and connected to
a 200-meter (660
-foot) long wharf, with two air bridges facilitating the
movement of passengers on and off ships. A final
decision is expected in April.

AGM Reminder
General meeting Wednesday 17th
August:-11.00hrs and AGM to be held at
the Outriggers Resort Twin Towns in The
Anzac Room.
AGM to commence at approximately NSW
11.30hrs, immediately after the General
Meeting. All positions will be declared
vacant for members to stand for election.
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Grey Sailor

The Ides of March

‘Speak to me grey sailor, let me hear your tale.
Tell of lands those steely eyes have seen.
Speak to me with wisdom of tide, and wind, and whale,
Of hurricanes and islands on the beam.
Let me hear a sailor’s yarn of beating ‘round the Horn
Without a guiding star to lead you home
Let me hear of rivers wide, of calm and raging storm,
Tell me of the oceans that you roam.’
I’ll tell you’, said the sailor, ‘but not of distant shores,
We’ll speak about remembered friends of mine.
Those British Merchant Seamen who bravely went to war
When freedom was in peril for mankind.
They wore no splendid uniform, adorned with badge of gold,
No sword nor pistol sat upon their hip.
No piper played a last farewell on mornings dark and cold
As they sailed away on torn and buckled ships.
Two thousand days, two thousand ships and thirty thousand lost,
Our shipmates rest upon the ocean floor.
Widows’ weeds and orphans’ tears were counted in the cost
Of keeping terror from our island’s shore.
No ocean was too wide for them to feed our hungry land,
No storm nor tempest held them from their deed.
No words can speak the tribute we owe this noble band,
No song of praise can sing the words we need.
There are many still among us who walk a sailor’s stride
Who felt once more a family’s embrace.
Their heads are full of memories, their hearts are filled with pride
As they remember every friend, each name, and face.
A candle on the altar was all that marked their end,
No headstone where a family might pray.
A fading final photograph and a letter to a friend,
No last goodbye, heard ‘til our final day.
Some were ancient mariners and some were only boys,
Standing on the threshold of their youth.
They’d never know the comfort, they’d never know the joy
Of being part of love, and hope, and truth.
They never saw the dawning that kept our nation free,
Their sacrifice is written up on high.
For their spirit lives forever at the masthead when you see
That proud Red Duster grace the morning sky.

Writing this newsletter in March thought to put a
few words together about the Ides of March: The
Ides were a mid-month festival. The Ides of March
often included a military possession dedicated to
Mars, the God of war. Every good Latin scholar
should be aware that “In March, July, October and
May the Ides fall on the 15th day. In other months
the Ides fall on the 13th.

Thank you David Partridge

Julia Caesar was stabbed to death by a group of
conspirators on the ides of March 44BC, he died
from the second of 23 stab wounds, according to a
physician who examined his body in the earliest
known post-mortem report. As history persists with
a warning to Caesar to beware of the Ides of March.
Months of the Roman calendar were arranged
around three named days - the Kalends, the Nones
and the Ides - and these were reference points from
which the other (unnamed) days were
calculated:Kalends (1st day of the month). Nones
(the 7th day in March, May, July, and October; the
5th in the other months).
The Roman calendar was originally based on the
first three phases of the moon, with days counted,
not according to a concept of week, but backwards
from lunar phases. The new moon was the day of
the Kalends, the moon's first quarter was the day of
the Nones, and the Ides fell on the day of the full
moon. The Kalends' section of the month was the
longest, since it spanned two lunar phases, from the
full to the new moon. To see it another way:
 Kalends = New Moon (no moon to be seen)
 Nones = 1st quarter moon
 Ides = Full Moon (whole moon visible in the
night sky)
But of course every seaman knows all this………...

Pirate attacks still a major
concern
Global piracy continues to be a concern in the Gulf
of Guinea, Southeast Asia and Venezuela, according
to statistics released yesterday by the International
Chamber of Commerce’s International Maritime
Bureau (IMB).
In the first nine months of 2017, 121 incidents of
piracy and armed robbery against ships were
reported, including 92 vessels boarded with five
hijackings, 11 attempted attacks and 13 vessels fired
upon. While this is a decrease compared to statistics
from the same period in 2016, the report shows that
attacks in the Gulf of Guinea and Southeast Asia are
still an issue and there has been a rise in attacks off
the coast of Venezuela. The statistics don’t take into
account unreported incidents.
Piracy is a still a major concern and any incident is
one too many. “Survivors of piracy and kidnappings
are exposed to violence and terror, which can have a
devastating impact on them and their families for years to
come.
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RMS Niagara
RMS Niagara was an ocean liner
launched on 17 August 1912 and
owned by the Union Steam Ship
Company intended for the Australia,
Vancouver, Canada service. She was
nicknamed “the Titanic of the
Pacific”, but after the sinking of the
real RMS Titanic this was dropped in
favour of “Queen of the Pacific”. She
should not be confused with an
earlier RMS Niagara, an ocean liner
built in 1848 for the Cunard Line.
At the start of World War II, RMS
Niagara was operated by the
Canadian-Australasian
Line,
maintaining a service from Auckland,
New Zealand, to Suva and
Vancouver. On 19 June 1940 she was
under the command of Captain William Martin and had just left Auckland when, off Bream Head, Whangarei at
3.40 am, she struck a mine laid by the German auxiliary cruiser Orion and sank in 121 metres (70 fathoms) of water
at 5.32 am. These mines were part of an extensive field of moored contact-type mines laid by the Orion on the night
of 13-14 June, and a further three mines were disposed of by minesweepers in the area. No lives were lost, and the
few injuries were minor. Abandoning of the ship was made easier by the electric lighting remaining functional.
A secret and large consignment of gold from the Bank of England was in Niagara's strong room and went down with
the ship. There were 295 boxes, each containing two ingots of gold (590 ingots total), valued then at £2,500,000.
The gold was payment from the UK to the USA, which had not yet entered the war, for munitions supplies.
A Melbourne company, United Propriety Salvage Ltd, was promptly contracted to recover the gold. At the time it
was one of the deepest salvage operations ever undertaken. The salvage team was led by Captain J. P. Williams and
John Edwards Johnstone on the ship Claymore.
The Claymore, built in 1902, 260 tons gross, was an old coastal steamship. When first sighted for the salvage job she
was a hulk rusting on the banks of Auckland Harbour. Before recovering any gold the Claymore had to be salvaged
herself.
Once Claymore had been restored to working order, the salvage team based themselves out of Whangarei and began
operations on 15 December 1940. It took Claymore about two months to find the wreck, which it did by dragging its
anchor along the seabed, and minefield. Twice during the search she fouled unexploded mines and was nearly sunk.
On 2 February 1941 the wreck of the Niagara was found and the salvage team
started the arduous and hazardous task of retrieving the gold for HM Treasury.
They had only rudimentary equipment, a viewing/diving chamber, radio, and a
grab lowered from the surface. Williams and his team blasted a hole in
Niagara's hull and successfully recovered 555 gold bars: more than eight
tonnes and 94% of the total. The remaining boxes were inaccessible to the
grab.
In 1953 a further 30 gold ingots were recovered, leaving five bars still
unrecovered in the wreck as of 2011.
A MYSTERIOUS and secret relic of World War II housed in Castlemaine's
Visitor Information Centre in Victoria is set to celebrate a special anniversary.
It will be the 77 years since the purpose-built diving bell - an observation
chamber used by deep-sea divers to explore the depths of the ocean embarked upon one of the greatest feats of underwater salvage at the time. The
secrecy had to do with Niagara's cargo when it sank in June 1940; its strong
room contained gold bars originally destined for the US to help pay for
Australia's war efforts.
First considered futile by the Royal Australian Navy, the salvage mission
kicked into gear when an Australian private salvage company contracted
Melbourne engineer David Isaacs to design the bell and Thompson's Foundry
in Castlemaine to build it. Harcourt resident and former Thompson's
Engineering Works employee George Milford said most of this information,
however, was not known to the public until years later.
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Ship builders sight automated inspection
A non-contact laser profile displacement sensor is playing a pivotal role in
the development of an automatic inspection system to assess the surface and
weld quality of ships structures.
The inspection system, X-Scan, is a novel automatic inspection system that
inspects the surface and welds of ship hulls by combining three sensing
techniques; laser, ultrasound and electromagnetic methods. The system has
also been integrated into a crawling robot that is able provide automated
inspection during the manufacture and servicing of ships and vessels.
Micro-Epsilon’s scanCONTROL LLT 2700-100 laser profile sensor has
become a crucial part of the X-Scan system, providing the control and
performance required to verify and analyse the quality of steel used in ship
hulls and the corresponding weld integrity at critical joins.
In the marine industry, structural failure is a major cause of ship, tanker and
other marine vessel loss. Each year, dozens of ships sink, many as a result of
leaking structures due to corrosion and poor weld quality. The results can be
devastating and can result in long delays while repairs are carried out, pollution of waterways and, worst of all, loss
of life.
Most of the inspection techniques used today are disruptive to the manufacturing process and are far from cost
effective. And with the next generation of ships being built from thinner sections of steel in order to lower the cost of
build and ship operations, typical assessment methods are not as effective as they were for thicker sections.
Therefore, there is a genuine need for a more reliable, faster, cost effective and safer inspection technique.
Alvin Chong, X-Scan project leader and a research fellow at the Brunel Innovation Centre, says: “The
scanCONTROL 2700-100 has been very reliable and is a critical part of the X-Scan system. First, it provides very
high-resolution measurements that we require in order to detect small weld defects, which may measure just a few
millimetres in diameter, or even down to a few microns if the defect is a weld crack or notch.
At present, X-Scan can be used for automatic inspection of ships in dry dock. However, the system could be
expanded and further developed to include a ‘marinised’ robot, and by adding extra inspection techniques.
X-Scan is suitable for both new and old ships and vessels and the device enables the detection of flaws in material
porosity, lack of weld penetration, lack of fusion and also cracking. Although the system is a prototype, the
developers are working on making it more compact and user-friendly. However, even in its current form the system
provides defect imaging and analysis at much greater speed and convenience than currently exists.
The scanCONTROL LLT 2700-100 used on the X-Scan system has a measuring range of 100mm and is supplied
with a protective cover plate attached to the base of the sensor (with a protective window) through which the laser
beam passes. The sensor provides a profile frequency of 100Hz and can measure up to 64,000 points per second.
The scanCONTROL 2700 series uses the laser line triangulation measurement principle. The sensor has an
integrated, highly-sensitive Complementary Metal-oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) array, which enables
measurements of almost any difficult surface, including those that are shiny or reflective, independent of the
reflection from the target. This means excellent accuracy, resolution and reliability are achieved, even at high
measurement speeds.
For the X-Scan system, the laser profile scanner operates in a scanning mode, where the sensor works in
combination with the robot/motion control device. The CMOS array uses a real time, high-speed electronic shutter,
which captures the entire profile and processes the information instantaneously.
Users require no other components to evaluate measurement data and the unit is also straight forward to set up,
configure and adapt for different applications. The compact design and integrated controller makes the unit ideal for
industrial automation tasks and machine building applications, where space is often restricted.
CMA CGM recorded a net profit for 2017 of $701m to easily outperform its peers and wrench the mantle as the
industry’s most profitable global container line from Maersk Line. And the French carrier’s order of nine LNG powered 22,000 teu ultra -large container vessels (ULCVs), confirmed in November, is a bold step to out think on
cost competitiveness its Danish rival, currently preoccupied with its own restructuring.

CMA CGM’s strategy is to take advantage of the up -coming 2020 IMO’s 0.5% global sulphur limit on bunker fuel,
which many in the industry consider to be a game -changing event in liner shipping, given the higher cost of low sulphur fuel or the significant cost for the installation of exhaust gas cleaning scrubbers. Last month, Maersk Line
posted a net profit of $521m, failing to reach its target of a turnaround of $1bn on a loss of $384m in 2016 when its
bookings were stymied by a cyber attack and a disappointing final quarter. CMA CGM lost $452m in 2016, which
included only a six-month contribution from APL, hence year -on-year comparisons are somewhat skewed.
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A married couple in their early 70s was celebrating

The local bar was so sure that its bartender was the

The wife answered, “Oh, I want to travel around the
world with my darling husband.” The fairy waved her
magic wand and - poof! - two tickets for the Queen
Mary II appeared in her hands. The husband thought for
a moment: “Well, this is all very romantic, but an
opportunity like this will never come again. I’m sorry
my love, but my wish is to have a wife 20 years
younger than me.” The wife, and the fairy, were deeply
disappointed, but a wish is a wish.

Many people had tried.... over time: weightlifters,
trucker etc., but nobody could do it. One day, this
scrawny little fellow came into the bar, wearing thick
glasses and a polyester suit, and said in a small voice,
‘I’d like to try the bet.’

strongest man around that they offered a standing
$1000 bet. The bartender would squeeze a lemon until
all the juice ran into a glass, and hand the lemon to a
patron. Anyone who could squeeze one more drop of
juice out would win the money.

their 50th wedding anniversary in a quiet, romantic
little restaurant. Suddenly, a tiny yet beautiful fairy
appeared on their table. She said, “For being such an
exemplary married couple and for being loving to each
other for all this time, I will grant you each a wish.”

After the laughter had died down, the bartender said,
‘OK’; grabbed the lemon; and squeezed away. Then he
handed the wrinkled remains of the rind to the little
fellow. But the Crowd’s laughter turned to total silence
as the man clenched his little fist around the lemon and
six drops fell into the glass.

So the fairy waved her magic
wand and poof!.... the husband
became 92 years old. The moral of
this story: Men who are ungrateful
rats should remember.... fairies are
female.

As the crowd cheered, the bartender paid the $1000,
and asked the little man ‘What do you
do for a living? Are you a lumberjack,
a weight-lifter, or what?’ The little
fellow quietly replied ‘I work for The
Australian Tax Office’.

According to a new report, Nigeria owes the Gold
Coast City Council over $500,000 in unpaid parking
tickets for its foreign diplomats.

Our Brian Hunt was walking past

Nigeria had apologized and said they’ll
pay the fines right away if they we send
them our bank account number, our PIN,
and our mother’s maiden name.

a blind woman using a white cane
near Twin Towns RSL, when she
said, “Excuse me, but if it's not too
much trouble, can you see me across
the road?”

“No problem Brian replied, “hang on
a bit” and walked across the road,
looked back and yelled back, “Yes, I can see you!”

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Cap Badge
Club Shirt (to order)
Club Caps
MN Poppy Badge

$8 00 each
$5.00 each
$22.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$50.00 each
$15.00 each
$20.00 each

Jack stayed up all night to see where
the moon went. Then it dawned on
him……....

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178
Preferably email at:- brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
President, Brian Hunt BEM JP
241/2 Falcon Way
TWEED HEAD SOUTH NSW 2486
Ph: (07) 5513-0178
Email: brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
Secretary, Terry Docker
96/22 Handsford Road
COOMBABAH QLD 4216
Ph: 0415 145 311
Email: lamsur39@outlook.com

Twin Towns RSL
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